Audio signal source separation is an interesting task performed by humans. In this paper, we present a frequency grouping algorithm based on principles of harmonicity and dynamics: frequency components with a harmonic relation and similar dynamics belong to the same source. The grouping is demonstrated for a variety of sound mixtures.
INTRODUCTION
Human beings can separate audio inputs consisting of multiple sources. This is informally called "cocktail party effect": a listener can selectively track a signal originating from a given speaker in the presence of multiple interfering signals. It is still not clear how the human e a r h a i n achieves this. Sound source separation has several applications (other than cocktail parties). For example, speaker separation is an essential for robust speech recognition. Source separation also has several applications in multimedia indexing and retrieval. And finally, source separation is an indispensable part of model-based audio coding.
There have been several approaches to sound source separation. Psychoacoustic-based approach is called auditory scene analysis while the signal processing community uses the term polyphonic separation. The term "auditory scene" takes its inspiration from the term "visual scene". Just as a visual scene can he segmented into objects, auditory scene analysis attempts to segment the auditory signal into coherent Streams [I]. The guiding principles of ASA 121 are' Regularity 3 (Hurmonicity): When a body vibrates with a repetitive period, its vibration give rise to an acoustic pattern in which the frequency components are multiples of a common fundamental.
Regularity 4 (Dynamics):
Many changes that take place in an acoustic event will affect all the components of the resulting sound in the same way and at the same time. While the above approaches are inspired by psychoacoustic research, signal separation is of general interest to the signal processing community. In the "blind signal separation'' approaches, there are as many observed signals as sources. Independent Components Analysis [7] attempts to make the separated components as statistically independent as possible. Audio signals obey several constraints as listed above. In independent subspace analysis [SI, a subspace constraint is imposed on statistically independent source signals.
In this paper, we revisit the original grouping principles and propose a simple model. While most of the other proposals are based on "sequential" -finding the dominant 0-7803-7663-3/03/$I7.00 02003 IEEE V -640 ICASSP 2003 component first and then finding related components -our formulation is more emergent. The resulting system exhibits good performance. Section 2 describes the model. This is followed by a presentation of experimental results (section 3). The last section (section 4) provides a critical evaluation of the results.
THEMODEL
We perform signal separation in the frequency domain using short-time Fourier transform (STIT). We view the separation problem as allocation of frequencies to different sources.
The allocation is performed using spectral magnitudes. The frequency allocation is projected back to STFT which is then inverted to get the source signals (figure I). In this paper, we use s(t, i) to denote the short-time Fourier transform of the signal: t is the time index and i is the index of the spectral line. Is(t, .)I is the magnitude spectrum at time t.
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Fig. 1. Separation architecture
The harmonicity principle is modeled using a hmap (short for harmonic map). The hmap, h ( i , j ) , provides harmonic similariry between are spectral lines i and j .
h ( i , j ) = 1, if ilj or jli (alb denotes "a divides b".) Since real-world spectrograms are noisy, we need to smooth the above map. Smoothing is performed by using a Gaussian instead of an impulse in the map. Smoothing is also frequency dependent: the varance of the Gaussian is made proportional to the center frequency. The smoothed harmonic similarity between spectral lines i + Si and j + S j due to the harmonic similarity between lines i and j is given by
Spectral components belonging to a given source obey the same temporal dynamics (temporal envelope, for example). The dynamic similarity is measured by, dmap (dynamics map). Let w be the size of temporal window. The vector D(t, i ) . as given by,
can be considered as a measure of local evolution of spectral line i. The dynamic similarity between spectral lines i and j is given by the cosine of the angle between the vectors D(t, i) and D ( t , j ) . Thus, &(i,j), the similarity due to dynamics between lines i and j at timet is given by The combined similarity between lines i and j at time t is defined as
where a is a parameter.
We can now subject the similarity matrix to clustering. In our experiments, we have used the clustering algorithm based on normalized cuts [9] .
Frequencies are clustered at each frame of STFT. We need a mechanism for relating frequency clusters of adjacent frames. Let denote the set of frequencies in cluster i at time t. Given the clusters {Ct,i} and {C,+l,j}, we need to calculate the correspondence between clusters since cluster labels are arbitrary. Since the frequency content of sources does not change rapidly, we can use maximal intersection to get the correspondence. For each cluster i at timet, we calculate Ct,, n Ct+l,j,Vj. The cluster at t + 1 which has maximal intersection continues the cluster C,,,.
We order the intersections in decreasing order of energy.
EXPERIMENTS
Weusedthe sound mixtures described in [l0l2. ''. . . the model is able to group between 67% and 78% of the speech components, depending on the type of intrusive source" [IO] . While we have a similar lower bound in our case (except for intrusive signal %"), our upper bound is higher.
[IO] also reports the metric when separating a single source signal with no intrusion at ''. . . around four-fifths . ." which is an upper bound on the system's performance.
The figure in our case is 81%. This is not an upper bound on our models performance since we currently try find two sources in any input signal. This figure is of interest as an independent performance measure. Of course, we use cosine similarity.
3Caveat:The ears are more sensitive than eyes. Time-frequency domain plots of audio signals can hide distortions.
Fig. 2.
Average maximum (solid line) and minimum (broken line) cosine similarity for each noise type. The X-axis shows the noise type. For an explanation of noise types, see table 1. The scores are obtained as follows. The cosine similarities of both extracted signals with both sources (speech and intrusion) are calculated. The maximum of these gives the maximum similarity. We now exclude the source and the recovered signal for which the similarity is maximum. The cosine similarity of the other extracted signal with the other source gives the minimum similarity. These scores are averaged for a given intrusion type and plotted.
When we analyze figure 2, we find that the performance is poor for those intrusions which are interrupted. This is due to the fact that our clustering finds two sources for all input mixtures. The model needs to be modified by explicitly using start and stop times to handle such cases.
Our formulation is plausible in a neurobiological sense since sequential search is minimized. The clustering can be performed using competitive learning, for example. The prevalent approach in the field has been finding dominant frequency and then searching for related frequencies. It should be noted that the e a r h a i n may not have a need to explicitly inverr the time-frequency representation for which we use the not-too-realistic STFT.
In our formulation, the transform and inversion are simple since they are based on the familiar Fourier transform.
In all the separation schemes we are aware of (1) The transforms used are computationally more complex. (2) Both separation and inversion are performed on the same representation leading to complex inversion schemes (see, for example, [ll]). sample used in this experiment is "vOn4". The recovered signal is zero for a few frames at the beginning and end due to temporal windowing for dmap calculation.
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